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Abstract

Orbital optimization (OO) has been suggested as a way to solve some short-

comings of second-order Møller-Plesset (MP2) variants and double-hybrid density

functionals (DHDFs). A closer inspection of the literature, however, shows that

the only two studies on OO-DHDFs were limited to three non-empirical PBE-based

functionals, which are known to be of only mediocre accuracy. Herein, we provide

a more in-depth analysis of OO-DHDFs with the main focus being on main-group

thermochemistry, kinetics, and noncovalent interactions. We re-analyze two PBE-

based OO-DHDFs and present four new OO-DHDF variants, two of which make

use of the spin-component-scaling idea in their nonlocal correlation part. We also

provide a more thorough analysis of three OO-MP2 variants. After assessing more

than 621 reference points, we come to the conclusion that the benefits of OO are

not as straightforward as previously thought. Results heavily depend on the under-

lying parent method. While OO-SCS/SOS-MP2 usually provide improved results

— including for noncovalently bound systems — the opposite is true for OO-MP2.

OO-DHDFs, like their non-optimized counterparts, still require London-dispersion

corrections. Among the DHDFs, the largest effect of OO on thermochemical prop-

erties is seen for PBE0-2 and the smallest for PBE0-DH. However, results can both

worsen and improve with OO. If the latter is the case, the resulting OO-DHDF

is still outperformed by the currently most accurate conventional DHDFs, namely

DSD-BLYP and DSD-PBEP86. We therefore recommend the OO technique only

to be used in specialized cases. For the general method user we re-emphasize using

conventional dispersion-corrected DHDFs for robust reliable results. Our findings

also indicate that entirely different strategies seem to be required in order to obtain

a substantial improvement over the currently best DHDFs.
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Introduction

Double-hybrid density functionals (DHDFs) have become indispensable tools in modern

thermochemistry. In the spirit of hybrid density functional theory (DFT),1 nonlocal wave-

function theory (WFT) type terms substitute parts of semi-local DFT components, with

the difference that in DHDFs this substitution occurs not only for the exchange (X), but

also for the correlation (C) energy. In its simplest form, as introduced by Grimme in 2006,2

the DHDF XC-energy expression (EDHDF
XC ) is:

EDHDF
XC = (1 − aX)EDFT

X + aXE
HF
X + (1 − aC)EDFT

C + aCE
MP2
C (1)

where EDFT
X/C are the semi-local DFT exchange and correlation energy density functional

approximations (DFAs), respectively, EHF
X is a nonlocal WFT-type Fock-exchange energy

term, EMP2
C a nonlocal second-order perturbative correlation-energy term, and aX and aC

are scale parameters. The first three components in Eq. 1 resemble a hybrid DFA and

they are used to obtain a set of Kohn-Sham molecular orbitals (KS-MOs) and MO ener-

gies within the familiar self-consistent-field (SCF) framework. The resulting occupied and

virtual KS-MOs are then used to obtain the perturbative correlation-energy contribution.

Thus, DHDFs are formally related with second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory

(MP2),3 which means that known techniques used to accelerate or improve the results of

MP2 treatments can also be applied to DHDFs.

Due to the inclusion of virtual KS-MOs in the correlation-energy treatment, DHDFs

belong to the fifth and highest rung on Perdew’s “Jacob’s Ladder”,4 which is simultane-

ously attributed to higher accuracy and reliability compared to lower rungs. That this

is indeed the case was first conclusively shown for main-group thermochemistry, kinet-

ics, and noncovalent interactions in a study of 45 DFAs performed in 2011,5 and very

recently re-confirmed in a much broader investigation of nearly 220 dispersion-corrected
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and -uncorrected DFA variations.6 Not only are DHDFs on average the most accurate and

robust DFT methods, they also outperform WFT-based MP2 variants.5 The demonstrated

accuracy of the DHDF idea has sparked high activity amongst method developers, with

most advancements being made for electronic ground-state thermochemistry,7–20 while only

a few studies also pursued DHDF-based strategies for the treatment of electronic excited

states.21–23 Herein, we will only provide a compact overview of recent developments in this

field and we recommend Ref. 24 for a detailed review.

DHDFs that strictly follow Eq. 1 can either contain empirically fitted scale parameters,

such as the B2PLYP2 and B2GP-PLYP9 DFAs, or they can be determined through the

adiabatic connection formalism and a series of approximations; examples for those so-called

“non-empirical” DHDFs are PBE0-DH16 and PBE0-2.17 Such semi- and non-empirical

DHDFs were further improved by employing the now well-established concepts of spin-

component25,26 (SCS) and spin-opposite27 (SOS) scaling in the evaluation of the MP2-

type term.8,10–14,19,20 In fact, Kozuch and Martin’s spin-scaled “DSD” methods,12–14 such

as DSD-BLYP12 and DSD-PBEP86,13 are currently by far the most accurate and reliable

DFT methods for ground-state thermochemistry, kinetics and noncovalent interactions.6 In

recent years, other strategies to further improve the nonlocal WFT-type correlation term

were investigated. However, success in these endeavours has varied. Replacing the spin-

opposite-scaled MP2 portion in PWPB9511 with a scaled random-phase-approximation

(RPA) type term showed promising results and made the reliable treatment of low-gap

systems and transition metal-compounds with DHDFs a possibility;28 for loosely related

RPA-based approaches, see Refs. 29–33. In 2016, Chan et al. explored the inclusion

of third- and fourth-order perturbative terms and of a perturbative (T)-type34 triples

correction in DHDFs.35 Their conclusion was that such higher-order terms did not provide

any significant improvements that warrant the additional computational cost and that the

use of the MP2-based correlation term alone was sufficient for DHDFs.
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Conventional MP2 treatments are carried out as a post-SCF approach to obtain the

perturbative correlation-energy contribution, which means that the initial Hartree-Fock

(HF) orbitals and energies are not further changed during this energy calculation. A poor

HF reference can consequently lead to poor results. In 2007, Lochan and Head-Gordon

introduced the “orbital-optimized opposite-spin scaled second-order correlation” concept36

(O2 method), which we will refer to as “orbital-optimized” (OO) SOS-MP2 later. In 2009,

Neese and Grimme followed with a discussion of OO-MP2 and OO-SCS-MP2.37 In OO-

MP2 type approaches, the total MP2 energy of a system is minimized with respect to MP2

amplitudes and orbital-relaxation parameters, see Ref. 37 for details. The O2 method was

tested on small closed-shell systems and doublet radicals for which atomization energies,

structures and vibrational frequencies were calculated. It was concluded that it gave results

similar to SOS-MP2 for the closed-shell systems, but showed improvements compared to

SOS-MP2 and conventional MP2 for the properties of the doublet radicals, including an

almost complete elimination of spin contamination in those systems.36 The OO-(SCS-)MP2

study by Neese and Grimme focussed on thermochemistry and kinetics of a small selection

of organic closed-shell molecules, organometallic transition-metal compounds, and doublet

radicals. For the latter two molecular classes, the authors reported smaller errors for

the OO methods compared to their unoptimized counterparts. Other studies using OO-

MP2 and related variants can be found in Refs. 38–40; they include, for instance, further

analyses on noncovalent interaction (NCI) energies, aromatic bond-dissociation energies,

and barrier heights (BHs) in open-shell systems. Closely related works on variations of the

OO idea or its application to other WFT approaches can be found in Refs. 41–43.

Due to their formal resemblance with wave-function MP2, DHDFs can also be applied

within the OO framework (OO-DHDFs). However, work in this area has been limited to

two studies. In 2013, Head-Gordon and Peverati conducted initial studies, testing OO

versions of the “non-empirical” PBE0-DH and PBE0-2 approaches.44 A clear advantage of
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OO-DHDFs over conventional DHDFs was shown for calculations of dipole-moment and

nuclear-force dissociation curves of diatomics. PBE0-DH and PBE0-2 displayed unphysical

jumps in these curves, whereas their OO versions showed smooth dissociation behaviors

close to coupled-cluster singles doubles (CCSD) reference curves. Similarly to the related

OO-MP2 variants, OO-DHDFs suffered less from spin contamination in the dissociation

of the open-shell diatomic O+
2 . Improved results were also reported for bond lengths in

12 diatomic doublet radicals compared to their parent DHDFs and (OO-)MP2. The OO-

DHDFs were also tested on a small database that contained 262 data points ranging from

total atomization energies (TAEs), to ionization potentials (IPs), electron affinities (EAs),

proton affinities (PAs), bond dissociation energies, and NCI energies. However, across the

entire database, the OO strategy seemed not to be a guarantee for improved results, with

OO-PBE0-DH being similar to PBE0-DH, while OO-PBE0-2 showed a slight improvement

of about 0.2 kcal/mol for its final mean absolute deviation (MAD). In 2016, the OO scheme

was tested on the “parameter-free” PBE-QIDH18 approach on a thermochemistry and

kinetics set comprising 46 reactions, the O+
2 dissociation curve, NCI energies in six dimers

of water with small open-shell systems, as well as singlet-triplet splittings in oligoacenes.45

OO-PBE-QIDH was compared with its underlying parent PBE-QIDH, the conventional

B2PLYP DHDF, and the PBE0 hybrid DFA. Marginal improvements compared to PBE-

QIDH were seen for systems that were prone to the self-interaction error (SIE), as well as

for BHs and singlet-triplet splittings. However, after close inspection of those results, we

noticed that already the non-orbital optimized B2PLYP method gave better singlet-triplet

splittings than PBE-QIDH. Therefore, it is not entirely clear whether the OO scheme would

only be beneficial to PBE-QIDH or also to other DHDFs.

The two studies in 2013 and 2016 have both shifted the focus of DHDF development

on the OO idea. They also showed that OO can be beneficial for electronically difficult

systems. However, there is a need to further investigate the usefulness of this technique
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for applications to general thermochemistry, kinetics, and NCIs. Both studies were limited

to entirely PBE-based DHDFs. Moreover, it was pointed out in 2014 that so-called “non-

empirical” DHDFs, such as PBE0-DH and PBE0-2, were less robust and accurate than

semi-empirical versions.24 Finally, while NCIs were assessed for OO-DHDFs, the question

whether OO would obviate the need to apply London-dispersion corrections has never been

addressed.

Herein, we present a comprehensive investigation of the OO strategy for a variety of

DHDFs with our main goal being to assess the robustness of OO-DHDFs for main-group

thermochemistry, kinetics, and NCIs. To answer the question if OO is an effective strategy

in these areas, we argue that one should start the investigation with the most accurate

and robust DHDFs available. Only if their OO versions outperform their unoptimized

parent DFAs, one can suggest OO as a valuable enhancement of current DHDFs. For this

purpose, we will assess a database of 621 reference energies split into two categories covering

closed- and open-shell systems. We will assess a variety of semi-empirical and non-empirical

DHDFs, namely DSD-PBEP86, DSD-BLYP, B2PLYP, B2GP-PLYP, PBE0-2, and PBE0-

DH. In this context, we will also address the aforementioned topic of London-dispersion

corrections; note that such corrections are necessary for conventional DHDFs — even for

thermochemistry — despite their nonlocal correlation component.5,6,11,24,46 We also use this

occasion to re-investigate the related OO versions of MP2, SCS-MP2, and SOS-MP2, and

provide a more comprehensive assessment of these. Orbital optimization for the DHDFs

and MP2 methods increases the computing time by a factor of about 10 compared to the

underlying methods,37 which is why it is necessary to also assess its accuracy when smaller

atomic-orbital (AO) basis sets are used, something that has not been investigated before.

Therefore, the dependence of the OO-DHDFs and OO-MP2 methods and their underlying

DHDFs and MP2 methods on the basis-set size is also investigated for the various test

cases sets in this study. Overall, we hope our analysis will provide a more comprehensive
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understanding of the OO idea and new insights for potential future method developments

and applications.

Computational Details

Assessed Chemical Systems

This study focusses on twenty benchmark sets, which combined provide a representative

picture of the usefulness and robustness of the OO-DHDF idea. Detailed information

on each set is given in Tab. 1. All are established sets in the literature, with most of

them also being part of the recently published GMTKN556 database for general main-

group thermochemistry, kinetics, and NCIs. Only two sets were taken from the older

GMTKN2447 and GMTKN3011 databases (RG6 and PA), while the O23 set was taken

from a study investigating OO in the WFT context. The chemical processes represented

by eight sets involve open-shell species (O23, BH76, G21IP, G21EA, MB16-43, RSE43,

W4-11, and SIE4x4), while the remaining twelve contain exclusively closed-shell systems.

All molecular geometries and reference values were adopted from the literature without

any adjustments. All reference values are nonrelativistic and zero-point-vibrational-energy

exclusive. As noted in footnotes of Tab. 1 and the Supporting Information (SI), some

systems had to be discarded from this study due to convergence problems (also see the next

section). We decided to keep the originally suggested names for the affected benchmark

sets for consistency reasons.

In addition, we investigated the dissociation of the argon dimer, with W2-F1248 ref-

erence values taken from Ref. 49, as well as adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps of the

linear oligoacene series from benzene to hexacene, taken from the OO-PBE-QIDH study

in 2016.45 For better comparison, we adopt the same experimental reference values from

Ref. 50.
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Table 1: Overview of the assessed benchmark sets.

set description #a

RG611 NCI energies of rare-gas dimers 6
S2251,52 NCI energies in noncovalently bound dimers 22
SCONF6,47,53 relative energies of sugar conformers 17
WATER2754,55 NCI energies in neutral and charged water clusters 27
PCONF216,56,57 relative energies of tri- and tetrapeptide conformers 18
O2339 NCI energies in open-shell systems 15b

BH766,47,58,59 barrier heights in reactions of small molecules 76c

BHPERI47,60 barrier heights in pericyclic reactions 26
PX136,61 proton-exchange barriers 13
BHROT276 barrier heights for rotation around single bonds 27
INV2462 inversion barrier heights 24
RSE436,37 radical-stabilization energies 43
W4-1163 total atomization energies 140d

MB16-436 decomposition energies of artificial molecules 43
SIE4x46 SIE-related problems 16
G21EA47,64 adiabatic electron affinities 25e

G21IP47,64 adiabatic ionization potentials 36f

DIPCS106 adiabatic double-ionization potentials 10
G2RC6,47 reaction energies for small systems 25
PA47,65,66 adiabatic proton affinities 12
a Number of relative energies. b 15 instead of 23 systems due to convergence problems for 8 systems for all OO methods

(see Tabs. S7 and S45). c74 systems for approaches based on PBE0-2, PBE0-DH, DSD-PBEP86, and MP2 due to convergence

problems for their OO versions (see Tabs. S8 and S46). d The OO versions of some methods showed convergence issues and

required adjustment of the statistics (see Tabs. S14 and S52): PBE0-2 (134 systems included in the statistics), PBE0-DH (133 systems),

DSD-PBEP86 (133 for def2-QZVP, 126 for def2-TZVP), SCS-MP2 (139 systems). e The OO versions of some methods showed

convergence issues and required adjustment of the statistics (see Tabs. S17 and S55): PBE0-DH (23 systems included in the statistics),

all MP2 variants (24 for def2-QZVP, 23 for def2-TZVP). f The OO versions of some methods showed convergence issues and

required adjustment of the statistics (see Tabs. S18 and S56): PBE0-2 (28 systems included in the statistics), PBE0-DH (29 systems for

def2-QZVP, 28 for def2-TZVP), DSD-PBEP86 (27 for def2-QZVP, 26 for def2-TZVP).

Technical Details

The general-purpose quantum chemistry program ORCA (Versions 3.0.3 and 4.0.1)67,68

was used to carry out all calculations. To the best of our knowledge, this is the only

program which allows OO for DHDFs. The underlying DHDFs used in this study are

B2PLYP,2 B2GP-PLYP,9 PBE0-2,17 PBE0-DH,16 DSD-PBEP86,13 and DSD-BLYP.12
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B2PLYP, B2GP-PLYP, and DSD-BLYP are semi-empirical DHDFs containing Becke8869

(B88) exchange and Lee-Yang-Parr70,71 (LYP) correlation. PBE0-DH and PBE0-2 are so-

called “parameter-free” or “non-empirical” DHDFs with Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof72 (PBE)

exchange and correlation. DSD-PBEP86 is a semi-empirical DHDF with PBE exchange

and Perdew-Wang8673,74 (P86) correlation. The DHDFs’ scaling parameters for Fock-

exchange and the MP2 components are given in Tab. 2. In addition to the DHDFs,

the MP2, SCS-MP2,25 and SOS-MP227 methods are used to compare the OO technique

between WFT and DHDFs.

The analysis of the performance of the various levels of theory for the thermochemistry,

kinetics and NCI benchmark sets was carried out with the Ahlrichs-type split-valence triple-

(TZ) and quadruple-ζ (QZ) atomic-orbital (AO) basis-sets def2-TZVP and def2-QZVP. In

line with previous works on the GMTKN databases, diffuse s- and p- functions taken from

the related augmented Dunning basis sets75 were combined with the “def2” ones for the

assessment of the G21EA and WATER27 test sets; the resulting AO basis sets are dubbed

aug’-def2-T/QZVP.5,6,11,47 The large aug-cc-pVQZ75 QZ basis-set with polarization and

Table 2: Scale factors of Fock exchange (aX) and of second-order perturbative
correlation (aC) for the DHDFs used in this study. For the DSD functionals,
the scale factors of the perturbative correlation contribution of opposite-spin
electron pairs (cO) and that of same-spin electron pairs (cS) are shown, together
with the scale factors of the DFT correlation (cC); see Refs. 12–14.

functional aX
a aC

b cC cO cS

B2PLYP 0.53 0.27 — — —
B2GP-PLYP 0.65 0.36 — — —
PBE0-DH 0.50 0.125 — — —
PBE0-2 0.7937 0.50 — — —
DSD-BLYP 0.69 — 0.54 0.46 0.37
DSD-PBEP86 0.70 — 0.43 0.53 0.25
a The scale factor for the DFT exchange component is 1-aX .

b With the exception of the DSD methods, the DFT and MP2

correlation scale factors add to 1.
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diffuse functions is used to compute the argon-dimer dissociation curves, since this AO

basis set is close to the CBS limit and since very small relative energies are calculated

in this case. Dunning’s cc-pVTZ76 basis set was used to calculate singlet-triplet energy

gaps of linear acenes in order to make a direct comparison with a previous OO-DHDF

study which utilized this basis set. The resolution-of-the-identity (RI) approximation for

Coulomb integrals in combination with the chain-of-sphere approximation for exchange

integrals (RIJCOSX77) was applied with ORCA’s default settings and the appropriate

auxiliary basis functions.78 The second-order perturbative treatment in all methods was

also carried out with the RI approximation and the appropriate auxiliary basis functions.79

ORCA’s routine ’GRID4’ option was applied for the numerical integration of the exchange-

correlation potentials in the (OO-)DHDFs. The frozen-core approximation was used for all

(OO-)MP2 variants. The SCF convergence criterion was set to 10−7 Eh in all calculations.

Occasionally, OO calculations did not successfully convergence. Some convergence

problems were seen for the same systems across various OO methods and for both AO

basis sets, but sometimes we also observed problems only for one method or one particular

basis set. Unfortunately, only a very limited number of options to force convergence have

been implemented into the OO part of ORCA. As a consequence, unconverged systems

had to be left out of the analysis, as indicated in the previous section.

The DFT-D3(BJ)80,81 additive London-dispersion correction is applied to all DHDFs

and their orbital-optimized counterparts. Damping parameters for B2PLYP, B2GP-PLYP

and DSD-BLYP were taken from Ref. 5, for DSD-PBEP86 from Ref. 13, and for PBE0-2

and PBE0-DH from Ref. 24. Herein, we present new damping parameters for all OO-

DHDFs that we determined in a least-squares fit as outlined in Section SI.1 in the SI.

Therein, the values of all damping parameters used for this work are presented. In the

following we will drop the acronym “(BJ)” and only use the suffix “-D3”.

In the following Results and Discussion section, the deviation of any relative energy
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from the reference value is calculated as the difference between the evaluated method and

the reference. This implies that a positive value of the deviation stands for an overes-

timation and a negative for an underestimation of the property in question. Based on

these deviations, we will also discuss mean deviations (MDs) and mean absolute devia-

tions (MADs). In many cases, a comparison between an OO method and its unoptimized

version will be conducted by calculating the ratio between their respective MADs. A ratio

of less than unity implies a systematic improvement of the OO approach, a value close to

unity implies a negligible influence of OO, a value larger than unity signifies that OO leads

to on average worse results. Note that we carry out our analysis using MADs, following

historical tradition. Additionally, in order to verify the reliance of these values, we thor-

oughly checked root-mean-square deviations (RMSDs), but we did not find any changes

to our conclusions. All RMSDs are included in the SI. For a discussion on the advantages

and disadvantages of using MADs and RMSDs, see e.g. Ref. 82. For a recent example of

analyses based on MADs giving the same trends as those based on RMSDs, see Ref. 6.

Results and Discussion

Singlet-Triplet Energy Gaps in Linear Acenes

In 2016, Sancho-Garćıa et al. tested the effect of OO on the PBE-QIDH functional for

adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps in linear acenes from benzene to hexacene.45 The au-

thors showed that OO improved PBE-QIDH in these cases, as reflected by the MAD being

significantly reduced from MAD = 4.59 kcal/mol (PBE-QIDH) to MAD = 2.58 kcal/mol

(OO-PBE-QIDH).45 We start our investigation of OO-DHDFs by extending the previously

conducted work on these systems. Tab. 3 shows the adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps

for various DHDFs and MP2 methods based on the same geometries and AO basis set as

in 2016. For the DHDFs, OO improves the MADs of the DHDFs by at least 1.75 kcal/mol
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Table 3: Adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps (kcal/mol) for linear acenes cal-
culated with the cc-pVTZ AO basis set, and mean absolute deviations (MADs)
from reference values (kcal/mol) for each assessed method.

method benzene napthalene anthracene tetracene pentacene hexacene MAD

referencea 84.34 60.90 42.60 29.45 19.83 12.43 —
PBE-QIDHb 93.95 67.89 45.73 32.18 22.12 15.21 4.59
OO-PBE-QIDHb 92.32 66.16 44.60 30.07 19.69 12.21 2.58
B2PLYP 94.57 66.76 45.48 31.86 22.13 15.66 4.48
OO-B2PLYP 92.98 65.23 44.23 30.07 20.15 13.29 2.73
B2GP-PLYP 96.21 68.67 46.88 33.57 23.79 17.28 6.14
OO-B2GP-PLYP 93.82 66.28 45.12 30.84 20.80 13.66 3.50
PBE0-2 98.74 71.59 48.60 36.10 26.43 20.12 8.67
OO-PBE0-2 94.86 67.45 45.95 31.52 21.34 13.87 4.24
PBE0-DH 89.69 64.38 42.86 28.41 18.13 10.67 2.26
OO-PBE0-DH 89.32 64.08 42.62 28.04 17.71 10.16 2.33
DSD-PBEP86 96.74 69.19 47.51 35.21 25.77 19.92 7.46
OO-DSD-PBEP86 92.98 65.65 45.05 31.16 21.33 14.52 3.52
DSD-BLYP 97.85 69.86 47.99 35.24 25.67 19.57 7.77
OO-DSD-BLYP 94.47 66.52 45.58 31.44 21.51 14.52 4.08
MP2 113.00 83.71 56.85 49.43 42.66 39.81 22.65
OO-MP2 101.46 70.01 48.72 34.25 24.25 17.00 7.69
SCS-MP2 109.61 80.64 55.90 48.71 41.81 38.72 20.97
OO-SCS-MP2 98.46 68.99 49.22 35.60 25.99 19.13 7.97
SOS-MP2 107.91 79.11 55.43 48.35 41.39 38.18 20.14
OO-SOS-MP2 96.93 68.39 49.42 36.24 26.78 20.06 8.04
a experimental values taken from Ref. 50. b taken from Ref. 45.

(OO-B2PLYP), with the largest improvement being 4.43 kcal/mol (OO-PBE0-2). The only

exception is PBE0-DH for which OO slightly worsens the average error (MAD(PBE0-DH)

= 2.26 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-PBE0-DH) = 2.33 kcal/mol). Despite this exception, we

can confirm that OO does indeed improve the description of singlet-triplet splittings in

these systems. The improvement is most strongly pronounced in the MP2-based methods,

where MADs for the unoptimized approaches are at least 20 kcal/mol, while a reduction

to about 8 kcal/mol is seen when the OO scheme is applied. Note, however, that even the

OO-MP2 variants are outperformed by all conventional DHDFs. It is also interesting to
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note that the unoptimized B2PLYP approach seems to be slightly better than conventional

PBE-QIDH (MAD(B2PLYP) = 4.48 kcal/mol and MAD(PBE-QIDH) = 4.59 kcal/mol),

while OO reverses this order, with MAD(OO-B2PLYP) = 2.73 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-

PBE-QIDH) = 2.58 kcal/mol). Interestingly, the two DSD methods are largely improved

by OO, with MADs being reduced by 3.69 (OO-DSD-BLYP) and 3.94 kcal/mol (OO-DSD-

PBEP86), however their OO versions are not competitive with those of the other DHDFs

with the exception of OO-PBE0-2 (see Tab. 3).

It is important to recognise that although OO improves most of the DHDFs, the best

method for the adiabatic singlet-triplet energy gaps of the linear acenes is in fact con-

ventional PBE0-DH (MAD = 2.26 kcal/mol). It is followed by OO-PBE0-DH (MAD =

2.33 kcal/mol), OO-PBE-QIDH (MAD = 2.58 kcal/mol), and OO-B2PLYP (MAD = 2.73

kcal/mol). Out of the tested six OO-DHDFs, OO-PBE0-2 is the least accurate with an

MAD of 4.24 kcal/mol.

Orbital Optimization and London-Dispersion Effects

Due to their scaled-down MP2 contribution, DHDFs also need dispersion corrections to

properly describe van-der-Waals (vdW) effects.46 In this context, we would like to point

out that London dispersion does not only play a role in the stability of noncovalently bound

systems or in conformers, but also in the determination of reaction energies and BHs.5,6 We

note, however, that the two previous OO-DHDF studies did not include any appropriate

dispersion corrections,44,45 which is why an analysis of the effect of OO on the magnitude

of nonlocal electron-correlation effects, such as London dispersion, is warranted. Analysis

of the argon-dimer dissociation allows us to have a closer look at such effects. Before

discussing the OO-DHDFs, however, we first have a look at the MP2 approaches. It is

well-known that conventional MP2 overestimates London-dispersion effects, while most

of its spin-scaled versions underestimate them,26,51,83 apart from some variants that have
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been specialized for the treatment of London dispersion effects.26,84–86 The same behavior

can also be seen in Figs. 1a-c. OO causes further stabilization of the system. MP2

overestimates the interaction energy in the vdW-mimimum region by 0.05 kcal/mol, with

an underestimation of the Ar-Ar distance in the same region by 0.03 Å. OO overestimates

this energy by an additional 0.10 kcal/mol and shortens the Ar-Ar distance by another

0.05 Å (Fig. 1a) . For the SCS- and SOS-MP2 methods, OO also lowers the interaction

energy and the corresponding interatomic distance, so that they are closer to the W2-F12

reference. In particular, the OO-SCS-MP2 curve shows reasonable agreement with the

reference (Fig. 1b), while OO-SOS-MP2 still underestimates the interaction energy and

predicts the minimum structure to be located at a larger Ar-Ar distance (Fig. 1c). Thus,

OO does have an effect on the dispersion forces in MP2-type treatments.

We discuss the performance of OO-DHDFs with B2GP-PLYP as a representative (Fig.

1d) As expected, the pure DFA underestimates dispersion interactions, something that

can be fixed by adding Grimme’s DFT-D3(BJ) correction. In fact, B2GP-PLYP-D3 shows

perfect agreement with the reference curve. OO, on the other hand, has no effect and the

OO-B2GP-PLYP curve is nearly identical with the dispersion-uncorrected B2GP-PLYP

one. The dissociation curves for all tested OO-DHDFs are shown in Fig. S1 in the SI,

and they show the same behavior as discussed for OO-B2GP-PLYP. We can therefore

conclude that also OO-DHDFs need dispersion corrections, which is why we determined

DFT-D3(BJ) damping parameters for them (see SI). In the following discussion, we will

always use dispersion corrections when necessary. However, sometimes we will also discuss

uncorrected results when we want to separate the influence of OO from that of DFT-D3.
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a) b)

c) d)

Figure 1: The interaction energy (kcal/mol) of the argon dimer as a function of interatomic
distance (Å), calculated using a) MP2 and OO-MP2, b) SCS-MP2 and OO-SCS-MP2, c)
SOS-MP2 and OO-SOS-MP2 and d) DHDFs and OO-DHDFs (here B2GP-PLYP is used
as an example). The reference curve (W2-F12) is shown in each case.

Analysis of Noncovalent Interaction Test Sets

Non-Covalent Interactions in Closed-Shell Systems

First, we discuss the results for the NCI test sets that only include closed-shell systems,

namely RG6, S22, SCONF, WATER27, and PCONF21. For the argon-dimer dissocia-

tion curve, we already saw that OO brought the SCS- and SOS-MP2 curves closer to the

reference, but that it overestimated the interaction energies for the MP2 curve. We also

saw that the DHDF and OO-DHDF dissociation curves were virtually identical. It is not
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surprising that the same trends can be observed for the RG6 set of six rare-gas dimers

in their equilibrium geometries, which we will therefore only discuss very briefly; detailed

results are presented in Tab. S2 in the SI. OO dramatically improves the SCS-MP2 and

SOS-MP2 methods from MADs of 0.30 and 0.38 kcal/mol to 0.08 and 0.18 kcal/mol, re-

spectively, while it mildly worsens the MP2 results from 0.13 to 0.15 kcal/mol. In DHDFs,

OO has practically no effect on the MADs and both DHDFs and OO-DHDFs need disper-

sion corrections to obtain acceptable MADs. In almost all cases, both OO-DHDF-D3 and

DHDF-D3 MADs are within or close to the accuracy limit of the reference values (about

0.1 kcal/mol), rendering OO as nonessential for this set.

Fig. 2 shows the MADs of the various methods for the S22, SCONF, WATER27 and

PCONF21 sets. Based on our previous discussion, it is expected that the dispersion cor-

rection decreases the MADs, which is indeed the case in the majority of cases. Exceptions

are in particular the two PBE-based DHDFs for the SCONF and WATER27 test sets;

the observed overestimation of the NCIs for these functionals has already been reported

elsewhere.24

OO only slightly improves the DHDF results by on average 0.1 kcal/mol or less, and it

has thus a significantly smaller effect than the dispersion correction (see Fig. 2). However,

exceptions are observed for some functionals and we observe that inclusion of OO may

lead to different outcomes depending on the test set. For instance, while OO shows im-

provements for DSD-PBEP86 for S22 and PCONF21, MADs for SCONF and WATER27

slightly increase. In particular, we notice that PBE0-2 is affected the most by OO and

that the MADs increase by 64 % and 35 % for SCONF and WATER27, respectively. The

related OO-PBE0-DH approach shows only an increase of 13 % for SCONF and a neg-

ligible improvement of 0.03 kcal/mol (<1%) for WATER27. PBE0-2 has with 50 % the

largest fraction of MP2-type correlation of all tested DHDFs and its strikingly different

results compared to the very similar PBE0-DH indicate that the stronger nonlocal corre-
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Figure 2: Mean absolute deviations (MADs) in kcal/mol from reference values, for the a)
calculated interaction energies in the S22 set (medium-sized dimers), b) relative conformer
energies in the SCONF set (sugars), c) interaction energies in the WATER27 set (water
clusters), and d) relative conformer energies in the PCONF21 set (peptides).

lation contribution determines how application of OO influences the outcome. Indeed, we

observe a strong effect of OO for the three WFT methods, with results deteriorating sig-

nificantly for OO-MP2. For instance, the MADs for OO-MP2 are three times larger than

for MP2 for SCONF and four times larger for WATER27. Again, the two spin-component-

scaled approaches seem to be more compatible with the OO strategy; with the exception

of PCONF21, OO-SCS-MP2 shows a large reduction in the errors compared to SCS-MP2.

SOS-MP2 is improved by the OO technique for all four benchmark sets (see Fig. 2).

Note that nearly all trends seen for S22 in Fig. 2a, can also be observed for the three sub-
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Figure 3: Mean absolute deviations (MADs) in kcal/mol from reference values, for the
calculated open-shell non-covalent interaction energies in the O23 set.

categories of S22, namely hydrogen-bonded, dispersion-bonded, and “mixed” complexes,

with the exception of the dispersion-bonded dimers, for which OO-SCS-MP2 seems to be

worse than SCS-MP2 (see Fig. S2). Overall, however, the results for NCIs in closed-shell

systems observed for all methods reflect the same trends discussed for the rare-gas dimer

cases and we can conclude that the effect of OO on NCIs strongly depends on the type of

chosen approach, with DHDFs being the least affected. However, there may be an influence

based on the amount of mixed-in nonlocal correlation.

Non-Covalent Interactions in Open-Shell Systems

The statistics for the interaction energies in open-shell dimers (O23 set) are shown in Fig. 3.

We see a dramatic improvement for all three MP2 methods when OO is used: MAD(MP2)

= 0.90 kcal/mol vs. MAD(OO-MP2) = 0.39, MAD(SCS-MP2) = 1.27 kcal/mol vs.

MAD(OO-SCS-MP2) = 0.39, and MAD(SOS-MP2) = 1.49 kcal/mol vs. MAD(OO-SOS-

MP2) = 0.71 kcal/mol (all statistical values are shown in Tab. S7). This observation agrees

with previous studies by Bozkaya et al. where OO improved a variety of MP2 methods for

the same test set.39,40 Here, the only DHDF that improves with OO is PBE0-2 (Fig. 3)

with MAD(OO-PBE0-2) = 0.43 kcal/mol as opposed to MAD(PBE0-2) = 0.56 kcal/mol.
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This again is an indication that the effectiveness of the OO scheme cannot be generalized.

Reaction Barrier Heights

The BH76, BHPERI and PX13 benchmark sets include BHs for processes that involve

bond making and breaking, with BH76 being the only set containing open-shell species.

The BHROT27 and INV24 benchmark sets consist of BHs that do not involve bond making

and breaking, but instead rotations around single bonds or inversions of molecular shapes,

respectively. Herein, we investigate if OO has a different effect on the nature of the process

leading to a transition state and its related BH.

The results shown in Fig. 4 indicate that OO indeed changes the DHDF results for

BH76. In most of the cases, however, MADs increase by between 0.3 and nearly 0.6

kcal/mol. The smallest increase of 0.09 kcal/mol is observed for PBE0-DH, the functional

with the smallest amount of MP2 correlation. PBE0-2, the functional with the largest non-

local correlation component, is the only DHDF that benefits from OO, with an MAD that

decreased by 0.6 kcal/mol. However, its final MAD is still higher than that of conventional

DSD-PBEP86 (Fig. 4). Results for the BHPERI set — despite involving bond-breaking

processes — as well as results for BHROT27 and INV24 remain unaffected by OO, while

the MADs for PX13 show an increase for all six tested methods, with the largest increase

of 0.44 kcal/mol seen for OO-PBE0-2.

OO offers a way to improve the three MP2 variants for the BH76 benchmark set:

MAD(MP2) = 4.42 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-MP2) = 2.85 kcal/mol, MAD(SCS-MP2) =

5.47 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-SCS-MP2) = 1.89 kcal/mol, and MAD(SOS-MP2) = 6.17

kcal/mol and MAD(OO-SOS-MP2) = 2.35 kcal/mol (Tab. S8). However, for the remaining

four test sets we see deteriorating MADs even for processes that do not involve bond-

breaking. The only exception is SCS-MP2, which improves significantly for PX13 when

orbital optimized, with a reduction of the MAD by almost two thirds. Inversion barriers
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Figure 4: Mean absolute deviations (MADs) in kcal/mol from reference values, for the
calculated barrier heights of the a) BH76, b) BHPERI, c) PX13, d) BHROT27, and d)
INV24 sets.
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remain unaffected by OO for SCS-MP2 and SOS-MP2.

We can conclude that the effect of OO for the DHDFs and MP2 methods is not nec-

essarily dependent on whether the BH under investigation is for a process that involves

bond making/cleaving, or not. While there is a stronger effect on open-shell species, this

finding cannot yet be generalized, as seen for the proton-exchange barriers in PX13, which

are affected by OO despite involving closed-shell species only.

Thermochemistry

Thermochemistry for Reactions Involving Open-Shell Species

We begin our discussion of thermochemistry with the RSE43 set for radical stabilization

energies, as it was introduced in the first study of the OO-MP2 and OO-SCS-MP2, for

which improvements were reported thanks to OO.37 We can confirm this finding for the

recently updated reference values of RSE43,6 with improvements of at least 3.5 kcal/mol

for MP2-type methods (Tab. 4). The final MADs of OO-MP2 and OO-SCS-MP2 are

about 0.5 kcal/mol, which is similar to most dispersion-uncorrected DHDFs. The effect of

OO on the latter is again strongly dependent on the underlying functional. Here, it only

plays a significant role for PBE0-2 [MAD(PBE0-2)=0.98 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-PBE0-

2)=0.25 kcal/mol] and DSD-PBEP86 [MAD(DSD-PBEP86=0.80 kcal/mol and MAD(OO-

DSD-PBEP86)=0.19 kcal/mol], for which the errors of the underlying DHDFs considerably

decrease. PBE0-DH remains completely unaffected, while DSD-BLYP shows a marginal

improvement of only 0.1 kcal/mol. B2PLYP and B2GP-PLYP results worsen by 0.1 to 0.3

kcal/mol.

Next, we turn our attention to the TAEs of the W4-11 test set. It is well-known that

MP2-type methods perform badly in the calculation of such energies.63 OO is no remedy

for this problem and all three MP2 methods show significantly worse results with OO, with
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MADs being doubled and final MADs increasing up to values as high as 14.19 kcal/mol

(OO-MP2); see Tab. 4. This trend is the opposite to the expectation that OO-MP2

methods are better than MP2 for open-shell systems, as discussed for RSE43. DHDFs do

not inherit the problems of MP2 for TAEs and, in fact, they are known to be the best

DFT-based methods for this reaction type.6,11 Indeed, we also observe different trends for

OO-DHDFs compared to MP2-type methods. In fact, there is noticeable improvement

of some of the DHDFs: OO-PBE0-2, OO-DSD-BLYP, OO-B2GP-PLYP, and OO-DSD-

PBEP86, with the latter two showing improvements of about 0.8 kcal/mol or more. In fact,

OO-DSDPBEP86 seems to be one of the best DFT-based approaches for the calculation

of TAEs when compared with the large number of data points collected for W4-11 in Ref.

6 (MAD = 1.66 kcal/mol).

The “mindless benchmark set” MB16-43 set consists of decomposition energies of ran-

domly created molecules — involving both closed- and open-shell systems — and it serves

as a reliable indicator for a method’s robustness. Given that the average absolute de-

composition energy of its reference values is relatively high (414.73 kcal/mol), MADs of

the assessed methods also usually appear larger; see Ref. 6 for examples. When analyz-

ing the effect of OO only, we do see that it can improve MADs by about 1 kcal/mol for

most DHDFs, which is relatively small given the average absolute reaction energies and

relatively large MADs (Tab. 4). The two exceptions are again the PBE-based DHDFs.

While PBE0-DH remains nearly unaffected by OO, we observe an increase in the MAD of

more than 1 kcal/mol for OO-PBE0-2. The effect of increasing MADs is even more pro-

nounced for OO-MP2 for which the MAD increases from 22.45 to 37.15 kcal/mol. Contrary

to that, the remaining two MP2 variants improve: MAD(SCS-MP2) = 26.33 kcal/mol vs.

MAD(OO-SCS-MP2) = 7.26 kcal/mol, and SOS-MP2 (MAD(SOS-MP2) = 44.17 kcal/mol

vs. MAD(OO-SOS-MP2) = 24.33 kcal/mol. The difference between conventional MP2 and

its spin-component-scaled versions can be better understood by analyzing their MDs. OO
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Table 4: Mean absolute deviations (MADs) in kcal/mol for various DHDFs and MP2 methods for the
thermochemistry benchmark sets.a

method RSE43 W4-11 MB16-43 SIE4x4 G21EA G21IP DIPCS10 G2RC PA

B2PLYP 0.71 (0.99) 2.15 (2.22) 29.82 (28.82) 9.90 (10.12) 1.30 (1.36) 2.25 (2.31) 3.80 (3.89) 1.40 (1.67) 1.51 (1.58)
B2GP-PLYP 0.45 (0.56) 2.60 (1.86) 20.17 (18.93) 6.58 (6.94) 1.71 (1.48) 1.98 (1.97) 3.20 (3.33) 1.41 (1.47) 1.44 (1.52)
PBE0-2 0.98 (0.25) 3.60 (3.29) 17.37 (18.54) 1.80 (2.38) 2.21 (1.80) 2.15 (1.90) 2.87 (2.80) 4.81 (4.46) 1.83 (1.95)
PBE0-DH 0.60 (0.60) 5.52 (5.32) 13.09 (12.99) 7.41 (7.45) 3.13 (3.09) 3.11 (3.12) 2.61 (2.62) 6.17 (6.14) 3.00 (3.00)
DSD-PBEP86 0.80 (0.19) 2.42 (1.66) 10.49 (9.52) 4.94 (5.48) 1.52 (1.20) 2.22 (2.25) 3.66 (3.81) 1.85 (1.90) 1.43 (1.51)
DSD-BLYP 0.56 (0.45) 2.33 (1.95) 18.98 (17.58) 5.77 (6.27) 1.77 (1.57) 1.98 (2.01) 3.79 (3.96) 1.12 (1.40) 1.33 (1.45)
MP2 3.53 (0.48) 7.53 (14.19) 22.45 (37.15) 1.54 (3.17) 3.13 (2.63) 3.37 (3.10) 6.01 (4.91) 3.06 (4.01) 0.80 (0.69)
SCS-MP2 4.01 (0.53) 3.96 (8.63) 26.33 (7.26) 2.16 (1.51) 3.81 (3.20) 3.57 (3.08) 6.55 (6.45) 2.25 (2.81) 1.41 (1.83)
SOS-MP2 4.24 (0.87) 4.29 (6.78) 44.17 (24.33) 2.58 (1.04) 4.55 (3.72) 3.97 (3.33) 7.01 (7.58) 2.62 (3.22) 2.39 (2.78)
a Numbers shown in brackets are for the OO methods
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causes an increase of the decomposition energies for all assessed methods. MP2 already

overestimates those with MD = 9.77 kcal/mol, which increases significantly for OO-MP2

(MD = 37.15 kcal/mol); see Tab. S15. SCS-MP2, for instance, underestimates the decom-

position energies with MD = -26.22 kcal/mol, which improves to a value of -4.03 kcal/mol

for OO-SCS-MP2 (Tab. S15).

The SIE4x4 set covers the dissociation energies of four positively charged dimers along

four different points on their respective dissociation curves. These open-shell doublet

radicals were chosen to serve as a test for the one-electron SIE. The one-electron SIE

is reduced the more nonlocal Fock exchange is mixed into a functional, as can be seen

for the series from DHDFs with about 50% of Fock exchange — PBE0-DH and B2PLYP

with MADs of 7.41 and 9.90 kcal/mol, respectively — to the ones with nearly 80 %, for

instance PBE0-2 with MAD = 1.80 kcal/mol (Tab. 4). While SIE reacts to Fock-exchange

contributions, we deemed this set as interesting for OO due to the doublet-radical nature

of the assessed systems. It turns out that for all tested DHDFs OO increases the deviations

with PBE0-DH being the least affected (increase by 0.04 kcal/mol) and PBE0-2 the most

affected (increase by nearly 0.6 kcal/mol). Again, it seems PBE0-2 is more strongly affected

by OO due to its larger perturbative correlation component. Indeed, we see an even

stronger effect when going to full MP2, for which the MAD increases from 1.54 to 3.17

kcal/mol. Interestingly, the opposite trend is observed for the two spin-scaled versions. OO-

SOS-MP2, with an overall smaller effective perturbative correlation contribution, shows the

lowest MAD of all tested methods (MAD=1.04 kcal/mol), as compared to its SOS-MP2

parent (MAD=2.58 kcal/mol).

We conclude this section with a discussion of the G21EA and G21IP sets. For the

first set, OO has an almost negligible effect on B2PLYP and PBE0-DH (Tab. 4). For the

remaining methods, we observe a larger improvement in the MADs of up to 0.41 kcal/mol

(PBE0-2). Similarly, the OO-MP2 variants perform slightly better than their unoptimized
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counterparts with MADs improving by up to 0.83 kcal/mol (OO-MP2). Relatively small

effects are seen for the IPs. Most changes are below 0.1 kcal/mol with the exception of

PBE0-2 whose MAD of 2.15 kcal/mol is reduced to 1.90 kcal/mol with OO. As observed

before, MP2 methods show a stronger reaction to the OO scheme with improvements of

up to 0.64 kcal/mol (OO-SOS-MP2). That being said, none of the conventional MP2 or

OO-MP2 versions have MADs below 3 kcal/mol and they cannot compete with DHDFs.

In summary, we can conclude that for thermochemistry involving open-shell systems

the effect of OO cannot be generalized. MP2-type methods depend the strongest on OO,

followed by PBE0-2. In the case of the other DHDFs, any effects of OO are usually smaller

compared to PBE0-2. However, even when a sizeable effect is observed, OO does not

necessarily guarantee improved results. We will continue discussing this aspect after the

following study of closed-shell thermochemistry.

Thermochemistry for Closed-Shell Systems

While G21IP in the previous section considered one-electron IPs, and thus a mixture of

both open- and closed-shell systems, DIPCS10 involves solely double-ionization potentials

of closed-shell species. While one could therefore assume that OO would have a smaller

effect on the systems in DIPCS10 than in G21IP, we observe that this is not the case.

For instance, while the MAD for G21IP stays nearly constant for (OO-)B2GP-PLYP, OO

induces an increase in the MAD by 0.13 kcal/mol for DIPCS10 (Tab. 4). Results for the

two DSD methods worsen on average by more than 0.15 kcal/mol. Only B2PLYP, PBE0-2,

and PBE-0DH show changes below 0.1 kcal/mol. OO has only a beneficial influence on

conventional MP2, for which we see a reduction in its MAD of more than 1 kcal/mol, while

SCS-MP2 barely improves and the MAD for SOS-MP2 deteriorates by 0.57 kcal/mol.

The second set that only contains closed-shell species is G2RC with reaction energies

for small hydrocarbons and inorganic compounds. For these reactions, the OO-DHDFs
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perform slightly worse than their underlying DHDFs, with the exception of OO-PBE0-2

and OO-PBE0-DH. For instance, the B2PLYP result worsens by 0.27 kcal/mol and the

DSD-BLYP one by 0.28 kcal/mol, while PBE0-DH remains largely unaffected and PBE0-2

is improved by on average 0.35 kcal/mol. However, the unoptimized and OO variants of

PBE0-2 and PBE0-DH give noticeably larger errors than the remaining DHDFs by at least

2.35 kcal/mol. The benefit of OO is therefore questionable. OO-MP2 methods perform

significantly worse than their unoptimized variants (see Tab. 4). Once again, we see that

the influence of OO differs from method to method and that they cannot be generalized.

For all the DHDFs, OO has a small effect on the MADs for the PA test set of proton

affinities with most MADs increasing. Differences between OO-DHDFs and DHDFs range

from 0.00 kcal/mol (PBE0-DH) to 0.12 kcal/mol (PBE0-2 and DSD-BLYP) The SCS-MP2

and SOS-MP2 methods slightly worsen, but the MP2 method slightly improves (Tab. 4).

In fact, the MAD for OO-MP2 is with 0.69 kcal/mol the best for this test set.

Overall Performance of Orbital-Optimized Methods

The previous sections showed results for a variety of different benchmark sets and we

observed at times opposing trends with OO being beneficial in some cases, but having a

worsening effect in others. To provide a better picture on whether OO induces an overall

improvement or not, we calculated the ratio between the MAD of the OO method and its

corresponding unoptimized counterpart for each benchmark set and each method. All ratios

are reported in Section SI.4 in the SI. To further facilitate the identification of potential

trends we then separately formed the average of those ratios for sets containing only closed-

shell species and those containing a mixture of both. In the first case, these sets are all

NCI test sets excluding O23, all BH test sets excluding BH76, as well as the DIPCS10,

G2RC, and PA sets. The average ratios for all tested methods for those closed-shell sets

are shown in Fig. 5a. The remaining test sets contain exclusively open-shell systems or
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Figure 5: The ratios of the mean absolute deviations (MADs) of the results given by the
orbital-optimized methods (OO-method) to that of their underlying methods (method),
averaged over a) benchmark sets that only contain closed-shell species and b) benchmark
sets that contain closed- and open-shell species.

reaction involving both closed-and open shell species. The corresponding averaged ratios

for each method are depicted in Fig. 5b.

Already in the discussion of each individual set it was observed that conventional OO-

MP2 results differed from those of the two spin-component variants. Indeed, OO only

improved the results for the DIPCS10 and PA sets, while results deteriorated for the

remaining sets; in particular, NCIs were described less accurately by OO-MP2 with deteri-

oration of MADs often close to a factor of 2 or more. The resulting average ratio between

OO-MP2 and and MP2 is consequently the highest in the entire study with a value of

1.65 (Fig. 5a). In the majority of cases, particularly for the NCI sets, OO-SCS-MP2

and OO-SOS-MP2 perform better than their unoptimized counterparts with ratios of 0.91
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and 0.85 kcal/mol, respectively. This comes somewhat as a surprise, as initially it was

not expected that OO would have any significant effect on closed-shell species. In the

case of test sets involving open-shell species, the results for OO-MP2 are slightly worse

(1.07), while the average ratios for the spin-scaled methods are even lower than for the

closed-shell systems, with values of 0.71 (OO-SCS-MP2) and 0.66 (OO-SOS-MP2). We

can thus conclude that for the calculation of (relative) energies, OO provides no benefit

for conventional MP2, but that it indeed improves the SCS-MP2 and SOS-MP2 variants.

SCS-MP2 has been found to be the preferred MP2-type method for thermochemistry and

we can add that OO-SCS-MP2 could be a useful alternative. That being said it should also

be taken into consideration that DHDFs usually outperform SCS-MP2 except for cases in

which SIE-related problems may manifest themselves.5

The picture for OO-DHDFs is a different one and strongly depends on the nature of

the underlying XC component and the fraction of perturbative correlation. The average

ratio between OO-PBE0-DH and PBE0-DH is unity in both cases, possibly due to the low

amount of perturbative correlation. OO is therefore no viable strategy to obtain better

energetic properties with this DFA. BLYP-based DHDFs remain on average unaffected

for closed-shell systems and they slightly deteriorate for open-shell ones, with averaged

ratios of up to 1.12 for the latter (OO-B2PLYP). It is also noteworthy that the inclusion

of spin-component scaling, as done for DSD-BLYP, does not have any additional benefits

from OO, as opposed to the aforementioned findings for SCS-MP2: the averaged ratio

between OO-DSD-BLYP and DSD-BLYP for the open-shell test sets is 1.03 and thus

comparable with the one for OO-B2GP-PLYP (1.06). DSD-PBEP86, which contains PBE

exchange, is affected the most for the closed-shell cases with an average ratio of 1.13. OO-

DSD-PBEP86, however, is a slight improvement for the open-shell cases (ratio of 0.88).

PBE0-2, which bears formal resemblance to PBE0-DH, but contains 50% of perturbative

correlation, shows similar trends as DSD-PBEP86 for the closed-shell cases (Fig. 5a). For
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Figure 6: The ratios of the mean absolute deviations (MADs) of the results given by the
methods using the (aug’)-def2-TZVP basis-set (method/TZ) to that of the methods using
the (aug’-)def2-QZVP basis-set (method/QZ), averaged over all the benchmark sets. The
same is done for the orbital-optimized methods (OO-methods).

open- shell cases, however, it shows the largest relative improvement with an average ratio

of 0.84. While this average value looks promising, we remind the reader that OO-PBE0-2

is often outperformed by conventional DHDFs. The decision to favor OO-PBE0-2 over, for

instance, DSD-PBEP86 has to be made on a case-by-case basis.

Basis Set Dependence of Orbital-Optimized Methods

Using a large AO basis set, such as (aug’)-def2-QZVP, allowed us to rule out any basis-set

artifacts and to get a good understanding of the inherent effect of OO on DHDFs and MP2

variants. In this section, we briefly turn our attention to the basis-set dependence of these

methods to see if dispersion-corrected OO-DHDFs combined with a TZ-quality AO basis

set could be a viable option in applications. For that purpose, we carried out additional

calculations with (aug’-)def2-TZVP; all results are reported in Section SI.5 in the SI. Usage

of even smaller AO basis sets for conventional DHDFs has been discouraged,5 which is why

we regard an analysis of OO-DHDFs with those as superfluous.

Similarly to the discussion in the previous section, we facilitate our analysis by pre-
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senting ratios between the MADs obtained at the TZ and QZ levels. Individual ratios are

shown in the SI in Tabs. S60-S68. In this section, we mostly focus on the average value

of those ratios for one particular method, as shown in Fig. 6. In all cases, the average

ratios are larger than unity, which indicates that, regardless of the method, the QZ basis

set is the more accurate choice. With the exception of DSD-PBEP86-D3, the difference

between the average ratios of the DHDFs and those of their OO counterparts is 0.1 or

less, indicating that the OO variant inherits the basis-set dependence of the DHDF parent.

The dispersion-corrected PBE0-DH variants show the smallest basis-set dependence of all

tested methods (average ratios of 1.16 for PBE0-DH-D3 and 1.18 for OO-PBE0-DH-D3).

This by itself was somewhat expected; Goerigk and Grimme already showed that DHDFs

with small fractions of MP2 correlation have a small basis-set dependence similar to that

of hybrids.5 The fact that the three BLYP-based DHDFs and DSD-PBEP86 show larger

ratios confirm this picture, as their fractions of perturbative correlation are larger. Their

average ratios range from 1.52 to 1.81 (Fig. 6). Somewhat contrary to that observation is

that PBE0-2-D3 and OO-PBE02-D3 have averaged ratios similar to that of (OO)-PBE0-

DH-D3 (1.22 for PBE0-2-D3 and 1.29 for OO-PBE0-2-D3). A closer inspection of Tab.

S62 indeed shows that many benchmark sets show smaller MADs for TZ than for QZ, for

instance MB16-43 and SIE4x4, thus counterbalancing those that have ratios larger than

unity, such as WATER27 or O23. This compensating effect is not observed for methods

such as (OO-)B2PLYP-D3, where the ratios are more balanced across the 20 sets (Tab.

S60).

Turning to the MP2-based methods, we note that SOS-MP2 and OO-SOS-MP2 have

average ratios that are as low as the ones for the PBE-based (OO-)DHDFs (1.20 for SOS-

MP2 and 1.30 for OO-SOS-MP2). While the basis-set dependence for conventional SCS-

MP2 is similar (1.30) it increases drastically to 1.73 for OO-SCS-MP2, which is why we do

not recommend its usage with a TZ basis. MP2 and OO-MP2, on the other hand, show
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the opposite trend, with OO-MP2 being comparable to OO-SOS-MP2 (average ratio of

1.27), while MP2 itself has an average ratio of 1.52. We can therefore conclude again that

the behavior of OO-MP2 methods differs substantially from the behavior of OO-DHDFs.

In conclusion, we can say that not much is gained from using OO methods with AO

basis sets smaller than QZ quality, with the following exceptions: OO-PBE0-DH-D3, OO-

PBE02-D3, OO-SOS-MP2, and OO-MP2. However, bearing in mind the overall perfor-

mance for thermochemistry for those methods, we seriously doubt the usefulness of this

approach, except for a handful of special cases.

Summary and Conclusions

We presented a comprehensive analysis of the effect of orbital optimization (OO) on various

double-hybrid density functionals (DHDFs) and MP2 variants. Previous studies on OO-

DHDFs were limited to three non-empirical PBE-based DHDFs. Herein, we tested for the

first time OO-DHDFs based on the best-performing6 DHDFs for main-group chemistry.

Previous studies already demonstrated how the OO technique improves dipole-moment and

nuclear-force dissociation curves of diatomics,41,45 which is why this work mainly focused

on the treatment of main-group thermochemistry, kinetics, and noncovalent interactions

represented by 20 different sets comprising 621 reference energies. We also complemented a

previous analysis on OO-DHDFs applied to the singlet-triplet splitting in oligoacenes, and

for the first time discussed the effect of OO on London-dispersion effects. The majority

of our calculations were carried out with a large quadruple-ζ atomic-orbital (AO) basis

set, but for the first time we also investigated the basis-set dependence of OO methods.

Therefore, our study offered a detailed insight into the OO technique that allowed us to

reach a conclusive verdict on its potential benefits.

OO improved most DHDFs for the singlet-triplet energy gaps of linear oligoacenes,
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just confirming a limited study on a single PBE-based OO-DHDF.45 However, despite this

finding, we also observed that the best method for this problem was in fact the unoptimized

PBE0-DH functional, thus rendering the application of OO unnecessary. An analysis of the

argon-dimer dissociation showed completely different effects of OO for wave-function-based

MP2 variants and DHDFs. OO-MP2 severely over-stabilized the argon dimer, while OO-

SCS/SOS-MP2 were in very good agreement with a highly accurate ab-initio dissociation

curve. OO-DHDFs, however, were not influenced at all by OO for the argon dimer. This

means that they require London-dispersion corrections, which is why we presented new

damping parameters to be used with Grimme’s DFT-D3(BJ) correction.

Previously, it was outlined how the OO technique had the strongest influence on open-

shell systems for which they reduced the notorious spin-contamination problem.37,39,40 Our

investigation of the 20 thermochemical benchmark sets confirmed how the effect of OO on

DHDFs and MP2 methods strongly depended on whether the system under investigation

had closed- or open-shell character. Our main findings were:

1) For thermochemical benchmark sets that only involved closed-shell systems, OO was

mostly negligible for DHDFs. Exceptions were relative energies in conformers as well

as binding energies in noncovalently bound dimers and in water clusters for which we

observed improvements by up to 27 % for OO-B2PLYP, OO-B2GP-PLYP, and OO-

DSD-BLYP. PBE-based OO-DHDFs, including the previously advertised OO-PBE0-2

and OO-PBE0-DH, did not show this trend. In fact, we observed a worsening for the

same test sets by up to 64 %. Also, the treatment of the thermochemical closed-shell

test sets showed a mixed picture; in the majority of cases, OO-DHDFs were very close

to DHDFs. OO-MP2 showed some of the worst results of the entire study, while its

spin-scaled variants showed marginal improvements.

2) The effect of OO on the DHDFs was more noticeable for the benchmark sets that con-
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tain a mixture of closed- and open-shell systems. However, this does not imply that

OO always improved the results. In fact, only OO-PBE0-2, OO-DSD-PBEP86, OO-

SCS-MP2, and OO-SOS-MP2 performed on average significantly better than their un-

optimized counterparts, with OO-SOS-MP2 displaying the biggest improvements. The

remaining methods were relatively impartial to the application of OO in the majority

of cases.

3) We observed that OO did not always improve the description of reaction barrier heights

for the DHDFs. In fact, for reactions that involved open-shell species, functionals such

as DSD-BLYP — one of the most accurate DFT methods — showed an increase of

36 % in the error for the BH76 set, while PBE0-2 — one of the worst DHDFs for

thermochemistry and kinetics — showed an improvement of 31%. That being said, the

average errors for OO-PBE0-2 were still worse than those of unoptimized DSD-BLYP.

The only methods for which OO showed a consistent improvement for barrier heights

of reactions involving open-shell species were the three MP2 variants.

4) A comparison between quadruple-ζ and triple-ζ AO basis sets revealed that in the

majority of cases OO techniques inherited the basis-set dependence of their unoptimized

counterparts, with results deteriorating on average by at least 18% (OO-PBE0-DH) and

up to 81% (OO-DSD-BLYP) for the smaller basis set.

5) Initially, some of the results for the thermochemical benchmark sets indicated that

the amount of perturbative correlation in a DHDF determined the impact of OO. For

instance, PBE0-DH with a fraction of only 16% of nonlocal correlation was influenced

the least by OO, while PBE0-2 with 50% of nonlocal correlation showed sometimes

behaviors similar to the wave-function based MP2 variants. This initial hypothesis,

however, could not be seen throughout the entire study. For instance, the basis-set

dependence of OO-PBE0-2 was similar to that of OO-PBE0-DH.
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6) Interestingly, the only OO-DHDFs with convergence problems were the PBE-based

ones. Occasionally, also MP2-based OO methods had convergence issues, but never

any BLYP-based OO-DHDFs (see Tab. 1 and SI). This indicated that PBE-based

OO-DHDFs are less robust.

We conclude that the influence of OO is strongly method dependent. While a large

difference between MP2 variants and DHDFs may have been expected, our comprehensive

study also showed that there is a significant difference between the tested DHDFs. Even

when results improved, there was no guarantee that the more costly OO method outper-

formed conventional DHDFs. We therefore conclude that OO should be reserved as a

technique to solve specific problems, such as dipole-moment and nuclear-force dissociation

curves; see Ref. 44. Moreover, our results suggest that OO is not a viable path to follow

in the ongoing quest to improve DHDFs. In fact, we can confirm previous conclusions by

Chan et al. that improving the already very good conventional DHDFs is a difficult task.35

For practical purposes, we recommend to the mere method user to use the best-performing

DHDFs DSD-BLYP and DSD-PBEP86, as shown in the recent comprehensive GMTKN55

benchmark study.6 We also hope that our in-depth discussion of OO provided new insights

to method developers and encourage to seek for alternative strategies to improve on the

currently best DHDFs.
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